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Dear Alex 

Radio 1 presence on iPlayer  

I wrote to you late last year about the new Radio 1 iPlayer service which was launched in 

November 2014 following regulatory approval from the BBC Trust.  At the time I outlined the 

concern of some commercial radio operators that the volume of content being made available 

appeared to be much greater than proposed originally and that no full Market Impact 

Assessment (MIA) had taken place.  I attach that letter for reference. 

I am writing to you again as it seems the Trust may have missed the opportunity – identified by 

Ofcom in its original Significance Test in September 2014 – to return to this issue and consider 

the role of this service alongside online content provided by the BBC for younger audiences 

(most notably BBC Three) in your current consultation on the proposed changes to BBC Three 

and other TV and online services.  

I note that Ofcom previously advised that the Public Value Test on BBC TV changes (regarding 

BBC1+1, BBC Three, BBC iPlayer and CBBC) would be an ‘opportunity for the Trust to revisit the 

framework within which the iPlayer operates and develops…(as) the changes relating to BBC 

Three would be likely to interact with the Proposals considered…(and) a series of separate 

smaller changes may have a cumulative effect in the way… younger audiences interact with 

the BBC, with implications for the effect on providers of other services.’ 

Therefore I would have expected Radio 1 iPlayer to be considered within one of the two 

versions of this consultation, due to the nature of the subject matter and its obvious overlap 

with on online only BBC Three.  However, I note that Radio 1 iPlayer is barely mentioned in the 

Trust’s provisional conclusions published on 30 June, and there has been no further mention in 

the further consultation launch this month.  This is surprising considering the extent to which 

the channel has expanded the potential impact on commercial and BBC services.  

The Ofcom analysis of the original Radio 1 proposals were ‘based on an assumption that the 

number of hours of content would remain small in scale’ but acknowledged that ‘this 

consideration may merit greater scrutiny in the context of ambitions to increase the volume of 
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BBC Radio 1 video content in the future’.  I believe that the service has now developed to the 

point where such scrutiny is now required.  

Since the launch of Radio 1 iPlayer at the end of last year we understand that the dedicated 

video channel has been boosted to TV quality and is producing much more than the 20 videos 

per month we were originally told it would feature.  Indeed, Radio 1 iPlayer now features 30 

videos per month (with the option to increase to an average of two pieces per day) and 

daytime Radio 1 shows are obliged to produce regular video features, such as Greg James’ 

video spoofs and Scott Mills’ ‘innuendo bingo’ game.   

In addition to the increase in volume of content, the station has also produced some mass-

appeal standalone video documentaries with questionable public service value, ranging from a 

one hour expose on the band One Direction to a recent promotional film for animated film 

Minions (which may also raise separate editorial and fair trading issues).  

Therefore considering the amount of incremental changes to Radio 1 iPlayer – and the original 

Ofcom recommendations in this area – I would urge the Trust to undertake a further 

assessment of Radio 1 iPlayer and incorporate this within its final conclusions and current PVT 

on the proposed BBC TV changes which are expected before the end of 2015. 

Yours sincerely, 

 

Siobhan Kenny 
Chief Executive 
 
T +44 (0)20 7010 0710 
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